
for Dark Materials

Washing and Care Instructions 

We thoroughly test our products on various textiles, but it is impossible to duplicate the many variables that can be encountered.  
We recommend testing on various sample garments using your own printer, equipment, and methods prior to production use.  
We recommend using an infrared thermometer that can be purchased at most any hardware store to check the temperature of 
your heat press.  The seller nor manufacturer shall be liable for any injury, direct or consequential, arising from the use of or 
inability to use this product or loss of materials from the attempted application to garments or other textiles.

1.  Turn garment inside out.
2.  Wash in cold water using a mild detergent.  Do not bleach.
3.  Dry on low heat.  Recommended to hang dry.
4.  When ironing DO NOT iron directly on the transfer, it will melt.  

1.  Print right-facing (do not mirror) on the opaque material side of the paper.
2.  Trim away the excess material.  You may do this with scissors or a die-cutting machine.
     Weed away excess material from die-cutting if necessary.
3.  Remove the image from the release liner (the backing).  For many images, it is best to 
     use heat transfer mask to remove the image and press as the material is somewhat 
     delicate.
3. 3.  Apply the transfer with the printed image side up.  
4.  Press for 30 seconds at 350°F with medium pressure.  Temperature and pressure are 
     very important.
5.  Peel the backing from the image after completely cooled

Printing and Application Instructions

Inkjet Printable
Opaque Transfers

www.starcraftvinyl.com

Print with a standard inkjet printer
(no laser printers)

Apply to dark or color materials 
using a heat press

*hand iron can be used but is not recommended

Print images using a standard inkjet printer and transfer them onto dark or other colored 
t-shirts, sweatshirts, mouse pads, leather, and other garments.  The opaque material hides 
the darker colors of the application surface to allow photo-quality transfers.


